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This &upplements q smesranduM to files of June 30, 1964, same subject.

iLto about to issue CPRR-90 authorizing the rewval of the MM-tYPe
core in the 20 kilowatt PeM State reactor and replace ean with i
TRIA Mark UII care and control system. Tue conversion will consist Of
rinl" the exiating top grid plate and replacing it With a top And
bottom TRGAatype grd plte and associated Instramentation. The on-
trol console presently on the reactor bridge vill be replaced by a
T1A console- IA a separate control room, which room is presently ex-
cluded from the definition of location. The construction permit also
authorizes the University to Insert one control rod and one fus£ elee
want In the reactor after the grid plates have been Installed. Thuss
the activities of the construction permit will Involve "the radicnctive
material from the standpoint of the Induced radiation In the old grid
ass"mbly t be reed and additioally, will include fthe radioactive
waterial) In the form of the fuel follower In the control rod and the
one fuel element to be Inserted In the new grid for testing purposes.
Tx view of this, the activities authorized by the construction permit
will be indemifted.

Technical Specification Change No. I to License No. B-2s issued
July 28* 1965, to 4'scomodate construction of a Cobalt 60 facility
adjacent to the nuclear reactor building" also wilt necessitate a
change in the location of the indemnity agreement. the location as
presently defined consists of the fenad In area surroding the reactor
facility, the reactor facility with a series of exclusions conistiag
generally of hot cell and the series of offices it laboratories,
etc., Indirectly associated with the reactor but physically in snme
building. The Cobalt 60 facility to be constructed Is a separate, free
standing bull1ig to be constructed oa the Corner of the existing re-
actor facility but within the fenced in ares presently included as the
location. This Is one of the few University reactor locations which is
defined as a land areas a buldlng and a series of etclusions; the
great majority of the university reactors are defined as the room or
ro containing the reactor itself and supporting equipment. Amend-
sent No. 3 to the Indemity agreements which we are preparing to issue



1£1160 to August 1, 1965

concurret with CMB9g, redefines the location followig the latter
coneept of location. We are identifying the roo= supporting the
reactor &s the location without including any feaced in land area.
A copy of the neLy defined location is ttached with the areas In.
cluded being those circled in red.

The Pemsylvania State University Is In full confomnace with 10 CER
Part 140 and Amendmmt Woo 3 to the agresuent is being issued concur-
rent with C~FR-l.
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